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Abstract–Mixed sounds can be separated from multiple sound sources using microphone array sensor 

and signal processing. We believe that promotion of interest in this technique can lead to significant 

future development in science and technology. To investigate this technique, we designed a language 

game for children called “KIKIWAKE 3D” that uses a sound-source-separation system to arouse 

children’s interest in this technology. However, the microphone array sensor in a previous research 

had a limited scope in separating sounds. We developed a spherical microphone array sensor with 

three-dimensional directivity designed for this game. In this paper, we report the evaluation of this 

microphone array sensor in adapting to this game by separating the sound level and using 

questionnaires.  

 

Index terms: Supporting learning system; signal processing; frequency-band selection, 

implementation, and evaluation 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

A microphone array sensor is mainly consists of many microphones. The sound signal being 

input into these many microphones is processed. Consequently, an objective sound can be 

selectively captured from the background noise; this process is called “microphone array signal 

processing [1].” 

Figure 1 shows the sensitivity distribution map of an omnidirectional microphone, which is 

plotted in a spherical form. Figure 2 shows the sensitivity distribution map of a microphone array 

sensor, which is plotted in a beam form. Therefore, the microphone array sensor can more 

selectively capture an objective sound. 

In this paper, we report the development of a spherical microphone array sensor for a language 

game. Microphone array signal processing is implemented to separate the objective sound from 

mixed sounds. This technology is currently being actively researched for different applications 

such as in sound-source identification apparatus and environment recognition function of service 

robots [2, 3]. The novel technology discussed in this paper was developed to spur interest in 

future science and technology. Thus, we hope that children will be interested in this technology. 

In previous research, a participatory language game was introduced to promote the interest of 

children in this technology [4]. However, only three players were able to participate in that game 

because the microphone array used had only a two-dimensional directivity control. We have 
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since improved our design to a microphone array with three-dimensional directivity that allows 

as many as six players to participate. 

We designed a game called “KIKIWAKE 3D,” which is a language game, to entice children to be 

interested in this technology. This new design helps promote greater interest by increasing the 

number of players in the game. We developed a spherical microphone array sensor. In this paper, 

we report the evaluation of this sensor to adapt to this game by separating the sound level and 

using questionnaires. 

 

   

Figure 1. Sensitivity distribution map of  

an omnidirectional microphone 

Figure 2. Sensitivity distribution map of  

a microphone array sensor 

 

 

 

II. MICROPHONE ARRAY WITH THREE-DIMENSIONAL DIRECTIVITY 

 

In this section, we describe the microphone array sensor utilized for the sound-separation system 

in this research. 

a. Design of microphone array sensor 

Several microphone array signal processing methods are available. In our research, we selected 

the delay-and-sum beamforming (DSBF) [5, 6, 7] method because it is robust in real environment.  
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The DSBF method can selectively and locally capture a sound to form a high-sensitivity beam in 

an objective direction. The characteristic of this method is that the performance of the 

microphone array sensor depends on the placement of the microphone and the distance between 

each microphone. 

The following two points can indicate the performance of the microphone array sensor: 

(1) Sharpness of the main lobe 

(2) Minimization of the sidelobe gain 

The main lobe shows the sensitivity distribution map of a beam shape formed in an objective 

direction. The sidelobe shows the sensitivity distribution map of a beam shape formed in a non-

objective direction. Figure 3 shows these outlines. If the main lobe width is large and the sidelobe 

gain is high, a noise source can easily cover the high-sensitivity area. To effectively capture an 

objective sound, we recommend forming a beam that is as narrow as the main lobe width and 

minimizing the sidelobe gain [8]. 

We assumed the main lobe width and the sidelobe gain size as an index in a beamforming 

simulation. Analytically calculating the optimal microphone arrangement that can narrow the 

main lobe and minimize the sidelobe is difficult. Therefore, we devised a number of candidate 

microphone arrangements and evaluated the performance of each candidate to obtain the optimal 

arrangement [9]. Figure 4 shows the simulation results. 

 

 
 

(a) Bad (b) Good 

Figure 3. Main lobe and side lobe 
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Figure 4. Simulation results to obtain the optimal microphone arrangement 

 

b. Signal processing 

A microphone array reduces the non-objective sound and accentuates the objective sound. 

However, a listener cannot clearly recognize any sound because the processing relatively 

accentuates the sound. To eliminate the non-objective sound, we implemented frequency-band 

selection (FBS) [10] after the microphone array signal processing. The frequency components of 

a human voice have individual differences; thus, this method was utilized. This signal processing 

method can clearly separate the voice of each speaker. 

Figure 5 shows the outline of this method. We discuss the sound separation of two speakers. First, 

the mixed sound of two speakers is obtained by a microphone array sensor. This sound is called 

“mixed sound” in this study. Next, the DSBF method is implemented to this mixed sound. The 

voices of the two speakers are accentuated by the DSBF method. The resulting sound is called 

“accentuated sound” in this research. Finally, to select the desired accentuated frequency 

components, the frequency bands of the two voices are compared. The selected frequency 

components are retained, and all other components are removed. This signal processing method 

can more clearly separate the sound of each speaker. The resulting sound is called “separated 

sound” in this research. 
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Figure 5. Outline of the FBS method 

 

The signal of the separated sound by the FBS method is expressed by (1) and (2). Short-time 

Fourier transform is applied on the two accentuated sounds by the DSBF method. The two 

accentuated sounds are compared in terms of each frequency component after the transformation. 

These sounds return the signal in the time domain by applying inverse Fourier transform. 

Consequently, we can obtain the separated sounds. 

 

𝑋𝑓(𝜔𝑖) = {
  𝑋𝑑(𝜔𝑖)

0
      

if  𝑋𝑑(𝜔𝑖) ≥ 𝑋𝑒(𝜔𝑖)

else
 

(1) 

𝑋𝑔(𝜔𝑖) = {  𝑋𝑒(𝜔𝑖)
0

      if  𝑋𝑒(𝜔𝑖) ≥ 𝑋𝑑(𝜔𝑖)

else
. (2) 

 

III. SOUND-SEPARATION SYSTEM 

 

In this section, we discuss the implementation of the sound-separation system. 

a. Sound-separation system using spherical microphone array sensor 

Figure 4 shows our developed spherical microphone array sensor design. Figure 6 shows the 

implemented spherical microphone array sensor. The diameter of the spherical microphone array 

sensor is 0.4 m. The number of microphone elements is 64. Figure 7 shows the outline of the 

sound-separation system with a spherical microphone array sensor. 
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Figure 6. Spherical microphone array sensor 

 

 

 

 

   
Figure 7. Sound-separation system with a spherical microphone array sensor 
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b. Flow of the separated-sound generation 

Separated sounds can be obtained using the sound-separation system and signal processing. We 

discuss the flow of the separated-sound generation. 

Figure 8 shows the outline of the flow of the separated-sound generation. A total of 64 wave files 

are generated by 64 microphones using the spherical microphone array sensor. Two wave files 

called “accentuated sound” are generated by implementing the DSBF method on the 64 wave 

files. Two wave files called “separated sound” are generated by implementing the FBS method 

on the two wave files called “accentuated sound.” 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Generation flow of the separated sounds 
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IV. EXPERIMENT 

 

a. Experimental setup 

In this section, we discuss the experimental setup. We conducted an experiment using the sound-

separation system. Figure 9 shows the experimental setup. The mixed sound was confusing. A 

separated sound was generated by combining the microphone array sensor with signal processing.  

The generated separated sounds were evaluated in terms of their applicability in the 

“KIKIWAKE 3D,” as presented in this and in the next sections. 

Two speaking persons were positioned up and down. One was standing, and the other was sitting. 

In this research, the standing and sitting speakers were designated as “A” and “B,” respectively. 

The origin of the coordinates was the center of the spherical microphone array sensor installed, as 

shown in Figure 9. The center of the spherical microphone array sensor was installed 1200 mm 

from the ground. The head position of A was located at (1000,0,500) mm. The head position of B 

was located at (1000,0,-500) mm. 

 
(a) Front view (b) Side view 

Figure 9. Experimental setup 

 

b. Experimental procedure 

The speakers simultaneously spoke different words, and their voices were recorded by the 

spherical microphone array. Table 1 lists the Japanese words spoken by the two speakers. 

“Hashigo,” “Ichigo,” “Tora,” and “Uma” mean ladder, strawberry, tiger, and horse in Japanese, 

respectively. 

500[mm]

500[mm]
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Figure 10. Existing microphone array sensor 

 

c. Existing microphone array sensor used for comparison 

We conducted a comparative evaluation of the spherical microphone array sensor developed in 

this research. The spherical microphone array was compared with the existing microphone array 

sensor shown in Figure 10. The diameter of this existing microphone array sensor was 0.4 m. The 

number of microphone elements was 32. 

 

Table 1: Traditional methods of fixing fault current (IEEE Spectrum July 1997 issue) 

 A B 

Question 1 Hashigo (means ladder) Ichigo (means strawberry) 

Question 2 Tora (means tiger) Uma (means horse) 

Question 3 Cat Rat 

 

 

V. EVALUATION 

 

We discuss the evaluation of the mixed and separated sounds obtained by the experiment from 

two perspectives. One was from the engineering perspective. The separation level of the two 

voices of the speakers was evaluated using the correlation coefficient. The other was from the 

psychological perspective. To evaluate the clarity of the separated sounds, we conducted 

investigation using questionnaires. The effectiveness of the sound-separation system developed 

in this research for “KIKIWAKE 3D” was confirmed using the two evaluation perspectives. 

Microphone

Microphone Array Sensor
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a. Correlation coefficient 

The separated sounds were evaluated from the engineering perspective. We calculated the 

correlation coefficient of the two separated sounds obtained by the sound-separation system. 

Correlation coefficient is a measure of the correlation between two variables; it gives an inclusive 

value between +1 and zero. A correlation coefficient close to zero signifies that the correlation 

between the two variables is poor, and vice versa. The lower the correlation coefficient value, the 

better is the separation. 

In this research, two correlation coefficient values were compared. One was the correlation 

coefficient of the two separated sounds obtained by the spherical microphone array sensor, which 

was called “separated sound by spherical microphone array sensor (SSS).” The other was the 

correlation coefficient of the two separated sounds obtained by the existing microphone array 

sensor, which was called “separated sound by existing microphone array sensor (SSE).” Figure 

11 shows the result of this evaluation. 

 

 
Figure 11. Correlation coefficients of the separated sounds obtained by each microphone array 

sensor 

 

The SSS correlation coefficient is smaller than the SSE correlation coefficient. In other words, 

we confirmed that the separated sound obtained by the spherical microphone array sensor was 

better. However, we were not able to confirm a clear difference in the correlation coefficient 

values. These separated sounds were evaluated from the other perspective. 
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b. Evaluation using questionnaires  

The SSS was evaluated from the psychological perspective. In this research, we conducted our 

investigation using questionnaires. 

Participants: The participants were composed of 15 students (aging from 22 to 24 years old) from 

a private university. 

Investigation: The subjects listened to six SSSs listed in Table 1. Each filled up a questionnaire 

on what they recognized from the SSSs. To compare the spherical microphone array sensor with 

the existing microphone array sensor, the subjects listened to six SSEs listed in Table 1. Similarly, 

each filled up the questionnaire. Therefore, we investigated 12 separated sounds. 

The clarity of the SSSs and SSEs was evaluated by the number of correct answers in the 

questionnaires. The separated sounds obtained by each microphone array sensor were six. Thus, a 

full mark has a total score of six. Figure 12 shows the questionnaire results. 

We focused on the average of correct answers for the SSEs. It was less than half of the full mark. 

We confirmed that the subjects were not comfortable with the SSEs. In contrast, when the 

average of the correct answers for the SSSs was focused, we found more than five correct 

answers. We confirmed that the subjects were comfortable with the SSSs.  

 

 
Figure 12. Number of correct answers from the questionnaires 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

 

This paper has reported the development of a spherical microphone array sensor for use in a 

language game. In our study, to capture the interest of elementary school children on sound-

source-separation technology, which is considered very important for future development in 

science and technology, we designed a language game called “KIKIWAKE 3D” in which 

children can experience the sound-source-separation technology using their own voices. 

We developed a microphone array with three-dimensional directivity to make the game more 

interesting and to increase the number of participants. In this game, it is essential that the same 

directivity be formed in every direction in space. Therefore, a spherical microphone array was 

designed and developed for the game using simulation. The arrangement of the microphone array 

was designed for optimal performance so that it can effectively capture different sounds. The 

evaluation results by separating the sound level and using questionnaires indicated that the 

spherical microphone array sensor is applicable and effective for the game. 

In the future, we plan to let children play KIKIWAKE 3D and evaluate their feelings on the 

technology. 
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